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long:

After a successful acting and director career in theatre, Thomas Israël (Brussels, 1975) began a 
new life in contemporary multi-media creation in 2005 with Horizon TröM, a performance-
installation on the themes of dreams and death. He proposes immersive, interactive works in 
the form of video installations, sculptures and performances. Having begun his career in 
theatre, his atypical approach to digital arts revolves around the themes of the body, time and 
the subconscious. He was quickly invited to present interactive installations at festivals 
throughout Europe (Vidéoformes 2006-07; Transnumériques 2006 and 2008; Les Bains 
Numériques 2009; E-Fest in Tunis 2010) and international museums (MoMA in New York, 2006; 
Palais des Beaux-Arts in Lille 2008; Musée des Abattoirs de Toulouse 2009; Europalia China 
2009; Musée de l'Europe 2010; Bangkok Art and Culture Center 2011). In 2007 he created his 
first video sculptures at the Jozsa Gallery, works he would continue in Shanghai (2007) and 
Valencia at pazYcommedias Gallery (2008). He collaborated with other notable artists like 
Charley Case, and well-known choreographer Manon Oligny (SAT - Société des Arts 
Technologiques de Montréal & CND -Centre National de la Danse in Paris, 2006-07). He has 
presented his works at contemporary art fair ARTBrussels (2007-08), Brussel’s Aéroplastics 
Contemporary Gallery (2009), and inaugurated the Charlot Gallery in Paris (2010). He is often 
sponsored by the Numerical Art commission of the Belgian French community. Since 2010, 
institutions have ordered interactive works from him for permanent exhibitions in their lobby 
(Holiday Inn at Brussels Airport, International Youth Bureau in Brussels). He is often sponsored 
by the Numerical Art Commission of the Belgian French community and is represented by 
Charlot Gallery in Paris.  His monograph "Memento Body" was just launch at la Lettre Volée, 
and his last performance Skinstrap is touring worldwide and is laureate of the prestigious 
Japan Media Art Festival 2014.


Short:

The Brussels-based multimedia artist, Thomas Israel, proposes immersive, interactive works in 
the form of video installations, sculptures and performances. Having begun his career in the-
atre, his atypical approach to digital arts revolves around the themes of the body, time and the 
subconscious. His work has been shown at the MoMA in New York, the Society for Arts and 
Technology in Montreal, the Musée des Abattoirs in Toulouse and at many festivals, exhibitions, 
galleries and museums around the world since 2005. His monograph "Memento Body" was 
just launch at la Lettre Volée, and his last performance Skinstrap is laureate of the prestigious 
Japan Media Art Festival 2014.
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